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The teaching and learning pedagogy at Cranbourne Primary School is developed on a

RECIPE (Relevant Engaging Challenging Innovative Personalized Enjoyable)
based curriculum that supports the members of the school community to develop intrinsic

PRIDE (Persistence Responsibility Independence Discipline Enthusiasm) in their learning.

CALENDAR

Issue 34

7th November 2018

UPCOMING EVENTS

PRINCIPAL’S NEWS

14th October - 28th November

Hoping everyone had a relaxing and enjoyable long
weekend over the Cup Carnival.

Swimming every Wednesday

Month of November
9th November
Grade 6 Graduation Round 1
Guest Ticket order due by
4pm
12th-15th November
Book Fair
13th November
Prep Transition Session 3

14th November

Extra Graduation Tickets

Over the coming weeks we will be making some big
changes to our website. I sat down with student leaders
last week and showed them some different school website themes. The student leaders discussed the pros and
cons of each of the themes before unanimously deciding
on one option. Teachers were also given the chance to
provide some feedback and it was really pleasing to see
that they agreed with our student leaders. So, keep an
eye out for the changes and let us know what you think.
Work is still on the go on our new portable. The decking
is nearly finished and services are being put in, so it
shouldn’t be too much longer before we get the ticket of
occupancy. Thank you for your patience with the limited
access we have surrounding the building site. The end is
in sight.

for sale
16th November
Lightning Prem 5/6

Luke Abdallah
Acting Principal

$7 due by 4pm
Semper Dental Form due

Quote of the Week
Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to
change the world

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY TO
OUR NOVEMBER
BABIES!

Tristan L
Ann-Marie S
Ashley S
Madhi S
Laveeshay T

From the Office
ESSENTIAL ITEMS
FOR STUDENTS
We still have a few parents
who haven’t completed their
payment of this year’s
Essential Items and would
appreciate finalisation of
2018 Essential Items as
soon as possible.
Parents will have received a
notice regarding
2019 Essential Items.

Happy Birthday to
those students who
are celebrating
their special day!

You are welcome to make
part payments or pay in full
using cash, cheque, EFTPOS
or direct debit.
Bank details are below:
CPS BANK DETAILS

BSB 013 593
Account Number
499102494
Please put your
child’s name in the
subject line.

The School Captains will be
selling poppies for
Remembrance Day on
11th November.
Sales on now.
The poppies cost $1.
Please support this worthy
cause.

Persistence Responsibility Individuality Discipline Enthusiasm

To go up to the school – or not?
If you’ve had a child at school for more than a few years, chances are that there have been times when you have
considered whether to go up to the school about an issue that is affecting your child. Working out what requires your
intervention can be tricky. Sometimes your child’s passionate pleas for you to do something can be persuasive. It might
be that your child has been moved from one class to another or that your son has been denied permission to go on a
much-anticipated excursion or there has been an incident on the playground.
Parents can sometimes feel like they are not parenting properly unless they go to the school to address the problem. In
recent years, Australian schools have been dealing with an increasing number of parents coming to the school. I say this
as a result of speaking with hundreds of school leaders across Australia and internationally. So, what is causing this?
1/ Many parents are less trusting of institutions in charge of the care of their children, including schools. They are
therefore less willing to give school staff the benefit of the doubt when it comes to making decisions that involve their
children.
2/ There are an increasing number of parents who have become more anxious about their children and tend to intervene
in smaller and smaller issues.
3/ Many of these parents have lost the ability to see that frequent interventions ultimately undermine a child’s sense of
competency and confidence.
So, how do you decide if an issue warrants your intervention?
First, if your child is in physical or psychological danger then you should intervene.
However, if the issue is not of this magnitude, ask yourself this; what would happen if I didn’t go to the school about this
issue?
An important part of being a parent is helping children learn to deal with disappointments and difficulties. We can help
our children learn to cope emotionally with uncomfortable feelings by being there and listening to them. We can
acknowledge that sometimes life is challenging or unfair but that we can learn to cope with this. Helping our children
recognise emotions and deal with them, without being crushed by them, teaches our children emotional resilience.
We can help our children feel more competent by helping them think of some alternative ways to deal with a problem,
which empowers them by giving a sense of agency and control.
With this in mind, some issues are worth recognising before you come to the school in search of a remedy on your child’s
behalf.
Firstly, the school must make ‘system’ decisions. While all schools try to follow principles of fairness and equity, it is not
always possible to decide matters fairly. There will always be cases where some children will not get the teacher they
wanted or be seated close to their friends.
Secondly, all school staff aspire towards providing an environment where the best interests of the child are held
paramount. While teachers may not have the same attachment to a child that a parent does, the majority of school staff
care personally for the children in the school.
Thirdly, each time a parent jumps in where a problem could be resolved by their child, they may be robbing them of an
opportunity to develop resilience skills.
Making a decision about whether or not to go up to the school is about assessing the problem and seeing if it can be an
opportunity to help your child to learn to manage their emotions, increase resilience and become an independent
problem solver.

